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About the Book
The first set of stories in The Sky Belongs to Everyone, is a gift for parents and teachers
who realize the value of nurturing altruistic identities in the very young. (Fables from around
the world have done so for centuries, but now neurologists and sociologists have confirmed
that the practice leads to a life of greater tendencies toward social wellbeing, educational
fulfillment and service to society. )
The child hears the story in first-person, as a guided imagery adventure. Teachers have
used the stories in classroom settings over many years to convey information about nature,
history or diverse cultures and regions while helping children act as heroes in their own
unfolding dramas.
The stories grew out of the Full-Circle Learning philosophy, reinforcing what we know
about the positive psychological impact of guided imagery to influence the social development
in children. By introducing the same stories repeatedly, either orally, at story time or as
bedtime reading, a parent or teacher can help the child revisit the story and repurpose it when
they need to sharpen their focus or as they struggle to meet their greatest potential.
Three sample audio stories offer suggestions for presenting the stories to children. Read
with regularity and intentionality, as you shape the character development, emerging social
strengths, and budding leadership potential of the children in your life.
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Suggestions for Making the Most of the Stories
Suggested Uses for Parents: You can either read straight through the stories
consecutively or choose those that reinforce an issue your child may currently struggle with.
You may want to skim the story first to build in some incident related to the child’s own
experience toward the end of the story and to discuss unknown vocabulary words or to expand
their cultural awareness of the setting, so as not to interrupt the flow of the story.
Suggestion for Parents and Teachers: Repeat the same story on consecutive readings,
so the children will retell it in their own minds, as needed, in real life situations. If possible,
review the same story at least twice a week until weekly the children easily incorporate it
into their thoughts, either as playtime adventures, as mindfulness practice to help them focus,
or as aspirational stories to inspire their own positive choices. When they feel ready, move
on to a new story.
Suggested use for the Classroom: Teachers have used these stories to calm students
at a regular times during the school day or week, such as after recess or at the end of the
day. You may want to use natural lighting in the classroom to create a restful mood. Sample
audio versions illustrate how to best tell the story as a guided imagery exercise. The stories
prove most effective when reinforcing a lesson plan unit on the same theme. Please share
these stores with those who will benefit from these qualities as they inherit the future.
(Visit www.fullcirclelearning.org for project ideas. Contact info@fullcirclelearning.org for
access to the resource section.)
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Guided Imagery Intro: Create a restful mood in the room. Speak in a soft voice
with plenty of pauses as you add the following preamble to each story:
❖ We must prepare to take a special journey.
❖ First, please close your eyes and take a small breath in.
❖ Hold it….now exhale slowly and deeply.
❖ Breathe in again….and exhale slowly.
❖ Roll your head to the left, and to the right.
❖ Feel your arms filling up with air as if they are balloons….so tight they are

ready to pop, and now they pop! Whew…you feel them limp at your sides.

❖ Now your thighs are filling up with air. Make them tighter and tighter like

balloons….and now they pop!

❖ Relax your shoulders…your neck, your head, your body.

closed.

You breathe slowly.

Your eyes are

❖ Keep your eyes closed and breathe in lightly.
❖ Exhale deeply.
❖ Now we are ready to take our journey.
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The Habit
of
Civic-mindedness
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"The habit of civic-mindedness makes
life happier, not just for you, but for those
around you."
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You lean against a myrtle tree outside your window, resting your arms against the smooth

bark. Your toes wiggle into the soil beneath you, where the grass gives way to a field of wild
strawberries, stretching out as far as the eye can see. Yesterday, only grass grew from the
myrtle tree to the road. When you woke this morning, you stepped outside and a strawberry
field had appeared out of nowhere, a magical field of sweetness, just for you. How did you
get so lucky? You do not question it for long.
You step forward into the clammy soil and reach your hand under a large leaf, pulling out
your first ripe berry. It feels warm beneath your grasp. It smells so fresh, you cannot resist.
You bite into it. Sweet strawberry juice runs down your chin and fingers. You wipe your hands
on a leaf and pick another. You soon eat your fill and step back to admire your field.
Suddenly, you hear feet clomping along behind you. A horse walks up, looks at you and
whinnies, as if to ask a question.
“No, I don’t need your help. Go away,” you say. The horse shakes its head, sadly blows
air through its nose, and walks on.
Next comes a lady with a basket on her head. She squats to inspect the berries at the
edge of the field, shielding her eyes from the sun, which now rises higher in the sky.

“What are you doing?” you ask her. “This is my field.” The woman looks up, shakes her
head, and moves on.

e
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A family of bees buzzes by. They head straight toward the center of the strawberry field.
You warn them, “Please move on! You are not welcome here. I do not like your sting.” The bees
form a line and fly past the field, toward town.
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As the morning ripens into noon, the sun cooks the berries until they smell almost sickly
sweet. You stretch and yawn, suddenly feeling tired at the thought of picking every ripened
berry. You touch one that has already turned mushy. You wonder whether they will last until
tomorrow. How will you pick them all? What will you carry them in? Where will you put them?
You will have a belly ache if you eat all the berries you see.
You return to the myrtle tree and rest a minute to think. When you close your eyes, you
see berries, berries everywhere. Suddenly, a new thought fills your head. Perhaps others in
the village feel hungry. Maybe they too would find these berries quite delicious. Yes, of course
they would.
Perhaps you have made a mistake. What if you had worked together with all those who
wanted to help plough, pick and pollinate this field? Sometimes, it is hard to admit our mistakes,
but you know the value of humility at a moment like this. You must find them and see if they
want to work together with you.
Slowly, you trudge along the side of the field toward the town square. It feels good to
walk, even though the sun beats down on your back. You have a new sense of purpose, realizing
that when you discover something wonderful, you will find little joy in keeping it to yourself.
The gifts of the earth, like the sun and the rain and the whole sky, belong to everyone.
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A cobblestone road stretches from the the edge of the field to a small plaza with a fruit
stand. There sits the woman who crossed your field, now perched on a stool, selling a stack
of straw baskets with her friends. The horse stands nearby, drinking water from a trough.
You run to them and announce, “I was wrong to turn you away. These berries, like the earth
and sky, belong to everyone. I cannot pick them all, nor do I want to eat them all. Please
come help me pick them for the villagers.”
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The women smile. They quickly tie many baskets onto the horse’s back and follow you to
the field. These wise women squat and inch their feet along the row as their hands flick the
leaves aside to grasp the ripened berries and pluck them into the baskets. You notice which
berries they leave behind to ripen one more day. You can learn well from them how to care
for the field.
You choose a large basket and follow along behind. Soon you can clear a row of ripe berries
almost as fast as they can. The bees return, watching curiously to see what has happened.
“Welcome. We need you to pollinate those rows over there,” the women call out, pointing
to the rows planted late in the season, with little time left for pollination. The bees eagerly
return to their work.
The ladies load up the horse with the baskets heavy with berries. The horse snorts
agreeably and returns to the stall with one of the ladies, who comes back with more empty
baskets. She smiles and says she must return quickly to the plaza. You smile back at her, glad
to see everyone working together.
The sun wiggles its way toward the hills at dusk, sprinkling enough amber light on the
road for everyone to pack up and walk back to the plaza. You carry two baskets of berries,
feeling tired but joyful. When you arrive, you burst into laughter. The villagers gathered
around the basket stall now sing to celebrate the strawberry harvest. The lady who carried
the baskets back and forth has placed a very large cake on a stump, with a bucket of whipped
cream at her side. She serves small pieces to everyone and piles the berries high on top,
scooping clots of cream onto each dish.
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You have discovered a truth today. The habit of civic-mindedness makes life happier—not
just for you but for those around you. Everyone else feels the same way, for they will eat
shortcake with you tonight!
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Compassion
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"The feeling you have inside
is reward enough for the
compassion you show."
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The East African grassland stretches out for a mile, its waves of gold

swaying in the morning light. You sit under an acacia tree watching the most
graceful of animals, the gazelle, as it bounds across the expanse to find its babies
nestled in the grass. The dark stripe across the animal’s side moves as it runs,
like a pencil etching its name on the savannah.

Soon another mother comes to find her young. You watch them travel all
morning, feeding on the grass left by the cows and finding their young to give
them milk each hour. Not one of them steps up to be the leader. They share the
responsibilities for one another, stamping their feet to warn the others of
oncoming danger and showing the others where the grass grows a little thicker
here or there. At noon the mothers stop to rest and take in the warmth of the
midday sun. When they lie down, their short horns are barely visible.
You watch carefully as a young gazelle, just learning to run, wobbles up and
starts to wander off the field as her mother sleeps. She nears a fence where
a farmer is tending young heifers. Your heart leaps in your chest, for he might
capture the beautiful young animal if it tries to graze on the land reserved for
the cows.
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The baby gazelle nuzzles the fence with its nose and slides right under the
wire. You do not want to see any creature hurt, and you worry too much to look
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away. What if a leg gets caught and the hyenas see the trapped young animal?
What if the farmer sees and became angry at the trespasser? Your heart fills
with compassion for this little one who cannot help itself.
You stand and look out over the vast sea of grass. Which napping mother
should watch over this young one? Is it an orphan? You hear the cows mooing
now, alerting the farmer to the stranger about to enter their pasture. You run
toward the fence and make motions for the cows to quiet down. You shake your
head to tell them you will take responsibility for the little gazelle.
A cackle in the distance sounds like a preying vulture looking for a snack. You
suddenly have no fear of the hyenas or other wild things but only concern for
the little gazelle. You run along the fence until you stand by its side. The slender
gazelle crouches near the fence. As you come closer, you see the hoof, trapped
in the wire under the railing, and the trembling nose of the frightened child. It
knows these mooing cows are not gazelles--and they are definitely not its
mother!
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“Don’t be afraid, little gazelle,” you whisper in a soothing voice.” You stoop
down and hold a back leg and stroke the animal’s hip until it rests quietly. You
carefully unwrap the wire now bent around the ankle, lifting the leg away from
the farmer’s side of the fence and pulling its head back toward the grasslands
where the mother gazelles doze.
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Suddenly, someone stirs. Is it a vulture or a hyena? A head pops up. Up pops
a gazelle! A frantic mother in the field has noticed her missing child. The young
gazelle gets up and limps toward the mother. “Be careful!” you call out, but the
two now dive for each other. The mother crosses the grassland in graceful arcs
as only gazelles can do. They almost crash in their urgency to be together, and
the mother prances around her baby, wrestles it to the ground and nuzzles the
neck of her miniature likeness, inspecting the ankle, patting down a little bed
in the grass, and letting the child take comfort in its mother’s milk again as the
sun also lies down on the horizon.
Your heart feels full as you breathe out a heavy sigh. No one saw you rescue
the baby. It is too young to even know what might have happened if the mother
had not made herself known. Only you know that you saved the baby gazelle
from all this trouble.
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You step a little closer to make sure the baby looks fine. Just as you turn
to go, the mother gazelle looks up at you with her chocolate eyes. She will not
leave the side of her child again, but if she could speak, she would come to you
and nudge your neck and whisper to you how much your action meant to her. She
does not need to tell you. The feeling you have inside is reward enough for the
compassion you showed to her baby today.
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"I can help you find this light inside
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yourself and share it with others."
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Cars crowd the streets. You hear them humming to each other, their motors

purring softly like kittens at play. You sit back and relax on the way to school,
letting your eyes fix on the frosted window glass. Sparkles of light dance on the
window as the car moves in and out of the shadows. A silhouette of a bear starts
to take shape in the ice. Your breath on the window paints first one shape and
then another, finally creating an outline of your body. You are suddenly watching
yourself as if on a movie screen.
The white bear of frosted glitter reaches down and takes you up in his arms.
“I will show you something special,” he says. “You see, even when the cold brings
ice and snow, I am made of heart light. I can help you find this light inside yourself
and share it with others.”
Suddenly you are not riding in the car at all nor watching yourself on a movie
screen but standing in a crowded shop. People rush in and out to find a warm
place. Some come looking for school supplies, some for gift-wrap or for other
household goods. A man in a wheelchair leans back and forth from a box to the
shelves, trying to restock them with pencils and notebooks, but shoppers keep
pushing past and he cannot move around them to do his job.

e

e

Quietly you look around for a stack of shopping baskets. You place them in
the middle of the aisle’s end, so people will understand that they need to go to
the next aisle until he has finished his task. The man in the wheelchair says
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nothing, but a smile crosses his face and you feel sparkles around your head, just
like the gems of light that made the bear sparkle.
The next day, at the same store, you see the man in the wheelchair trying
to stop and eat his lunch, which sits in his lap. So many customers want help
finding things that he must wheel the chair here and there. He has no time to
eat. His lunch break will soon be over. You too are hungry, but you are filled with
more of the light crystals, so your stomach does not hurt much as you begin to
help the customers find the items they need on the store’s high shelves.
This goes on day after day. Sometimes the snow is deep and makes it difficult
to get to the store. Other days the customers are rude. Still your joy grows each
day as you help your friend. In fact, the greater your dedication to serving him,
the less you feel the cold or hurt that comes your way.
One sunny morning in this dream world, you find yourself standing outside the
shop, but your friend is not there yet. You cannot see him inside. Suddenly the
lights come on. The wheelchair spins around. You feel relief that he will soon
unlock the door and let you in, because your feet are tired from the long walk.
As he moves toward the door, you recognize the little grin, the twinkling of the
eyes, yet the face is not that of the frail man in the chair! It is the face of the
bear of frosted light. He swings open the door to greet you and laughs.
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“Congratulations, my friend,” he says. “You have shown great dedication to
the wellbeing of another, not just through one act of kindness but by returning
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again and again over time. Your dedication has not only filled me with happiness
but just look at yourself! You are also filled with light.”
Looking at your arms and legs, you see the same glittery substance of which
the bear is made. You feel the warm light pouring down from your head to your
heart. You reach out to hug the bear—and you two become one.
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To whom can you dedicate our lives next, you wonder, as the car purrs to a
stop outside the school.
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"What have you done to show honor?"
20
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You sit nestled by the window, looking out on the wintry day. The white sky

stretches in a wide expanse. As you watch, suddenly a bird the same color as
the sky takes shape—a dove—larger than any living thing you have ever seen. The
dove swoops down out of the clouds and lands by your window. She leans her wing
toward you and beckons you to come and ride.

You willingly crawl out the window and onto the wing of the big bird. Her
feathers are so soft, you feel you are lying on a giant pillow. You cradle her neck
as she lifts off the ground, up, up into the air, above the budding trees, through
the sky to where snow is falling on the mountains. She carries you above the snow
clouds. You can feel the wind graze your cheeks, but you feel snug as you hug
her neck and feel the thick feathers moving beneath you. You soon fly lower down
over the meadows where wildflowers are still growing. You can smell the aromas
carried on the breeze and see little pockets of flowers in your favorite colors.
Imagine those colorful flowers.
The bird flies farther, over the cliffs, down toward the ocean, and you can
see the waves rocking the tugboats on the shore. The gulls squawk at the big
bird from below. You can smell the salt air as you go farther and faster toward
a special island. You can see it in the distance. Tall palms trees wave at you to
come and land on the sandy shore.
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The bird finds a wide place and gently lands on the beach, where a kindly
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older lady with white hair awaits your arrival. She looks so much like a
grandmother. She takes your hand and leads you around the driftwood, over to
a circle where a group of storytellers of all ages sit around a campfire. The people
have costumes from all over the world and speak with many accents. The
differences in their faces tell you that they come from many different places.
One man picks up coconuts that have fallen from a tree, breaks them on a
rock, and passes them around, to let the storytellers drink the milk, as a teenaged
boy begins his story:
My friends asked me to go with them to steal tires from a bike shop. I said
I would not go. My sense of honor would not allow this. One of the boys was
supposed to stay home with his grandfather, who was not well. I went to his house
instead, to care for his grandfather. I wanted to honor the grandfather’s needs
and the rights and property of the bike shop owner. An hour later, the
grandfather felt pain in his chest, and I was able to call for medical help.
Meanwhile, the bike shop owner decided to go back to work that night and caught
my friends in the act of stealing. They felt shame and returned the tires. The
grandfather lived.
“He lived because you were able to show honor,” says the man with the
coconut milk.
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Other people around the fire tell stories of simpler acts – choices they made
to show respect or integrity or to do the right thing regardless of what others
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did. Some tell stories about honoring their elders.
The lady whispers to you.
“This is the circle of honor, on the Island of Honor. Everyone invited here has
done something special to show honor. They share their special stories to inspire
each other to do ever greater acts of honor. When your turn comes, you will tell
your story. Think about what act of honor you have committed today.”
You listen to the tales of heroic acts, large and small. Laughter and tears
make their stories even brighter. What have you done to show honor? What can
you share with the group? You are thinking about this and drinking your coconut
milk when you notice that the sky has turned from pale blue to orange and coral
as the clouds reflect the glow of the setting sun. The grandmother suddenly
takes your hand.
“Come. It will soon be dark. You must fly back home and tell your story
tomorrow.”
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You look around with longing at all these members of your human family. You
want to come back and see them again. They wave good-bye as she takes your
hand and leads you to your place on the back of the dove. She helps you slide
up the wing and grasp the feathers and throw your arms around the neck. She
kisses your cheek as the bird flaps once, then twice, then lifts you up into the
sunset. You watch the sea swallow up the sun in one last gulp, as blue ink tinges
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the sky.
Venus takes its seat above, to light your way. The moon peeks out from
behind a cloud, like just the sliver of a smile, watching over you on your journey
home. You nestle into the pillow of feathers and close your eyes, planning the
acts of honor you might perform, so you will have a story to tell when you meet
your friends again.
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What story will you tell? What acts of honor will fill your day tomorrow?
Dream about this. When you open your eyes, you will be ready to live a life of
honor, and tomorrow night, you will take your stories to the Island of Honor.
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Humility
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"Fondness for others, not fawning over yourself,
brings a wealth of friendships."
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You sit on a porch swing, watching the rain drizzle down from the eaves and

patter onto the pavement below. It runs in rivulets down the path, soaking the
flowers and satisfying their thirst. A rainbow suddenly pierces a blanket of gray
clouds.
You walk out onto the wet pavement, splashing in the cool puddles and feeling
the last of the rain wash your face. The rainbow does not seem far away, so you
run to see whether you can reach the arc of light. Before long, near a white
picket fence, indeed you find the edge of that rainbow. There on the fence, a
small leprechaun waits for you. He says, “Climb aboard! You are one of the lucky
few who just reached the edge of a rainbow! Welcome aboard and I will show
you a pot of gold!”
Instantly, the rainbow turns upside down like an upturned C, and you seat
yourself in the bottom of the curve.
The rainbow lifts you high into the sky and you ride beyond the glimmering
trees, above the birds, leaving the clouds behind. The rain’s sparkly sheen on the
ground below makes you feel like royalty as you view it from above.
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The rainbow glides over the neighborhood. It dips a little lower, and you see
your friends at play. You wave at them as the upside down rainbow zooms toward
them. When the rainbow’ rearview mirror shows you how regal you look in your
rainbow chair, you feel a little proud, and you understand why they look at you
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with longing eyes. No doubt, they would like to ride as well, but you ignore them.
You suddenly turn and look far ahead, unwilling to share the pot of gold that
lies at the end of your journey. As you turn, one of the colors begins to fade
from the rainbow. The yellow quickly drips away, but you hang on tightly to the
other colors.
The rainbow swoops over the hillside, into the valley where your relatives
live. They have all gathered to watch you pass. Now they jump up and down and
wave as you proudly hang on, fearing they may think it everyone’s right to ride
a rainbow. You do not call out to them but merely pretend to steer the rainbow
like a ship. Surely now they will think you are in command of this powerful vessel.
As you steer away, the red evaporates from the rainbow. With a slimmer
band, you have less support to hold your weight. Suddenly, the elf sneaks up
behind you. He has ridden on the rainbow all along.
“This vessel will now head away from the pot of gold,” he says.
“You can’t say that! I’m the captain of this rainbow!” you insist. Now the blue
oozes into a swirl and spins down a sinkhole in the sky. Green follows close behind.
One by one, the colors have disappeared each time you showed pride, and you
now hang onto just one thin strand of violet.
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“Ha,” the leprechaun scoffs. “Have you ever heard of humility? The pot of
gold lies not at the other end of the rainbow but in discovering the meaning of
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that word.”
“What are you talking about?” you ask.
“Humility refers to the richness of life when you can spend more time thinking
about others and less time thinking about what others think of YOU.”
You consider this thought as you hang on for dear life. He scratches his fuzzy
gray eyebrows and continues.
“At that point, you will realize that whatever personality you have, whatever
clothes you wear, whatever eyes, hair, weight, and height you have been given
—whatever you have, you have enough. It does no good to claim more goodness
or wit or strength or power than others.”
“Oh no,” you cry. “If what you say is true, I’m nowhere near my pot of gold,
am I?”
“I’d say not, but you still have time. You will find your pot of gold when you
spend more time thinking about the special qualities that make them dear and
less time thinking about your greatness. Fondness for others, not fawning over
yourself, brings a wealth of friendships.”
“I’m too embarrassed to go to them now,” you say.
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“Hush now,” says the little man. “Humility does not mean dwelling on bad
thoughts about yourself. It means dwelling less on yourself altogether. Forget
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your pride and think more about the feelings of others. That is the whole point.”
Just after he says this, the leprechaun pretends to fall. You reach out to grab
him and pull him back. Before he has time to thank you, an old, a lonely old man stoops
over a cane, perched on the next mountaintop. He holds up a hand to wave at your
shadow.
“He looks sad,” you say. “Let’s give him a lift.” The violet rainbow sails down, the
man climbs on board, and you’re off again. Somehow, the rainbow gathers more
strength, despite the added weight. You look at the leprechaun as if to ask why,
but he just winks and nods.
You begin to offer rides to others you would not have spoken to before. Soon
the rainbow carries a badly dressed goat, a one-eyed frog and a younger child whose
companionship you once refused. You all laugh as if you have known each other
forever.
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The rainbow careens to a stop on a patch of sunlit cloud where you will all
picnic on ice cream dripping from fallen stars.
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"
Think of a time when you told the truth no
matter what others did, no matter how
difficult.”
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The park dresses up in nature’s clothing, changing from season to season.

You think about this as you sit and rest on a cool granite bench after school.
Today the park shows a parade of flouncy hats made of pink sequins sewn with
red thread, for today the cherry blossom season arrived.
New blossoms seem to open up by the minute, dousing the air with their sweet
fragrance. Every time a blossom falls to the ground, a foot step flattens it onto
the pavement without noticing, leaving flower prints that quickly turn yellow as
old stamps.
A caterpillar on the bench suddenly crawls up beside you and rubs its furry
back against your finger. “Psst,” it says. “Did you ever wonder what makes the
petals grow and what makes them fall when they do?”
“The sun, the rain and the seasons,” you comment.
“Well, yes, in normal parks, but not here,” the caterpillar explains. “This is
a special place--a magical place where a thing called Integrity brings the
blossoms to life. Here, each time a child says something that isn’t true, a tree
loses a flower. Every time a child chooses honesty or recognizes the need to speak
up -- when he tells the truth even if it is hard to do, then a new flower pops
up on the trees.”
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You look at all the trees showing off their pale pink hats, and you declare,
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“There must be a great deal of truth in the world.”
The caterpillar sighs. “Ah, yes, but just look at the ground, so soggy and sullen
and thick with fallen petals. The season may end too soon unless we help all the
children practice integrity. Come with me.”
Before you know it, the caterpillar spins a chrysalis of silky thread around
you and whisks you up to a treetop where the two of you can hide and watch
from above. You can hear the thoughts and conversations of the people walking
below.
The caterpillar whispers, “Watch this boy try to make an excuse. Better yet,
let’s plant a good thought in his head to help him rethink it.”
A boy carrying a lunch bag for his little sister suddenly spills the bag and
stoops to pick up the contents. As she squats beside him, he pats his sister on
the back and says, “Sorry. I was hungry and wanted to eat your leftover berries,
but in trying to sneak some, I dropped the bag. I guess it served me right.”
“I would have shared it if you’d asked,” she mutters.
“I know. Now I’ve ruined the food we could have brought tomorrow. I really
am sorry.”

e

e

His sister sniffles, surprised to hear this. “Well,” she says slowly, “everyone
makes mistakes.”
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You smile at the caterpillar, pleased with the outcome. It wriggles its body
to point to a new spray of cherry blossoms growing above the boy’s head.
Next, a girl walks by with her math book open. She clutches two pieces of
paper, one she is writing on and one with a friend’s name on it.
“She is copying her friend’s homework. She must have struggled to learn the
equations in class,” the caterpillar observes, as two flowers fall and the girl
tramples them.
“What will happen when she gets to school?” you ask the caterpillar, realizing
this creature can see the past and future. It shakes its head as it replies.
“Her conscience will bother her. She will get a stomach ache, go to the office
and ask to go lie down. The teacher will come and see the two papers in her book
and know that she did not have enough integrity to do her own work.”
“How can we help her?”
“Plant a good thought in her head.”

e

e

You close your eyes and imagine what the girl could do to correct her actions.
Suddenly, the girl stops, turns and sits down on a bench. She folds her friend’s
paper and tucks it inside the book. She works through all the problems she can.
Then she folds her own paper and runs down the road with a smile on her face.
Three flowers sprout on the limb above the bench. You breathe a sigh of relief.
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Just then two boys walk by, each one trying to look taller than the other.
To impress each other, they begin exchanging insults and lies about what they
can do. One says, “I am so strong, I can throw this stick and it will land in the
ocean.”
The other says, “You are as short as a beetle. I could crush you with my foot.
I am so strong, I could break this tree in half with my bare hands if I wanted
to. You’re small. You could never do that.”
The other boy blinks back a tear but quickly shouts back at him, “Well, you’re
so weak, you couldn’t even break a banana with your bare hands.”
You wish the boys would find a way to show integrity and stop exaggerating
their own skills at the expense of the other boy’s feelings. You wish, in fact, they
would do something useful to show their strength. Without realizing it, you have
sent your wish straight to their hearts.
Suddenly, one boy turns to the other and says, “We may not be as strong as
we think, but we are both fast. Together, I think we could pick up all the mashed
blossoms in this whole park in less than an hour and put them in that trash
container.”

e

e

“Let’s prove it to ourselves,” says the other, smiling. They rush to pick up
handfuls of leaves, clearing the park of the residue of half-truths, lies, insults
and poor choices. You clap your hands with joy, for you have helped them find
integrity. The park is soon filled only with blossoms.
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“So,” whispers the caterpillar, “now it is your turn. Think of a time when you
told the truth no matter what others did, no matter how difficult.”
You think of the last time you showed integrity. You imagine yourself making
this choice every day. As you think about your acts of honesty or integrity,
something wonderful happens.

e

e

Poof! The chrysalis dissolves like cotton candy, and a gigantic butterfly
bursts out! It has the voice of the caterpillar, but its wings glow brilliant blue
and violet, trimmed with thin black borders. You recognize the caterpillar’s voice
as it welcomes you to ride piggy-back. Together, you sail away, over the treetops,
touching the blossoms with the bottoms of your feet, the whole magical park
laid out before you, to see the beautiful things that have sprouted through the
good choices of children like you.
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Poof!
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"
"Just as sadness comes to families, some kindness

e

e

always restores their season of joy."
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The leaves outside the window dance on their branches, golden as a setting

sun in the wintry afternoon light. Each one clings tightly to the tree to avoid
the last fall into its winter home. The trees tell a story of so many years of
growing, hearing the birdsongs, slipping into their yellow coats for one last dance,
then exiting to make room for new leaves.
“Do not be sad that we lose our leaves,” the trees say, “for spring always
comes. In the same way, just as sadness comes to families, some kindness always
restores their season of joy.
“What do you mean?” you ask the tree. With that, the tree whirls you back
in time, to a year when its branches were much smaller. The soil smells rich
beneath your nose. You are standing at the bottom of the tree, holding a metal
bucket. A small child is looking for wood in the field to take home. She turns
as if noticing you there for the first time, standing under the tree. You ask why
she is walking in the field.
“I must go out each day to find food and fuel,” she says.
“Won’t anyone help you?”

e

e

“My mother is home alone with two babies. I am the oldest,” she explains.
“Our house burned down, our father is gone, and we have been living in the barn.
It is very cold there.”
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“It’s all right,” you say. “I will help you look for sticks and put it in my pail.”
You follow her home and see if there is a way you can build a fire in the barn
the family shares with their milk cow. Perhaps if you can help them find another
way to heat their place, this barn will not burn down as the house did.
You notice that the barn does not have modern conveniences such as heat and
plumbing. You have watched your father build homes, for that is his job, and you
have studied energy at school. You set to work looking for ways to put windmills
on the back side of the house and run hot water pipes from it into the barn. It
could take a long time to do this project, but you start collecting large beams
from the dismantled home, and the younger children help you.

You set the berries and nuts on window screens to dry in the sun, so they will
last over time. Soon you have discovered ways to make a better food dryer than
the one they had before. Their neighbors have shown you some interesting dishes
to make with nuts and berries as well. Together, you decide to help the family
build a new house and an outdoor restroom away from the house, so they won’t
need new plumbing. The family has dried so many nuts and berries, they can send
some to market. The neighbors help as much as they can.

e

e

The family offers you the last of their bread, but you don’t want to eat up
their food. Instead, you will help your friend find berries in the woods and pick
up the nuts that have fallen at the edge of the field and put them on racks in
the barn to dry for winter. You have watched your father take old screens from
a house to do this, and the burned-out house still has a few.
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You spend many months there and, in the end, you realize your kindness is
also your reward, for you have learned a great deal. Along the way, one kindness
led to another. Because of these many acts, time moved sweetly and swiftly as
winter blossomed into spring. You look up one day to see the house you and the
family and the neighbors have built. Something looks familiar but different.
Whether your current house may be an apartment, a cottage, a hogan, a hut,
or a barn-size home, something here seems familiar.
You suddenly remember that the tree has given you this glimpse into the past.
The place in the story is the exact spot where you live today. Now you realize
that you have stepped into the footsteps of someone who came before, and that
your home once served as a homestead built of kindness created by or for a
family.
You smile at the tree as it spins you back to the present day. You wonder
how you might continue to fill this home with kindness. Most likely, no one will
ask you to build a windmill or a food dryer or to put up new walls. Still, you will
warm this house with new kindnesses – small words and deeds and acts of service.
What kind of actions and words will keep the kindness flowing through your home?
Think deeply about it, and as you do, your words will make the walls stronger.
Your sharing will make the food taste better and last longer. Your silent acts
of service will keep the house clean and its people happy.

e

e

Tomorrow you will commit at least one kind act to show appreciation for your
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house of kindness. Plan it tonight as the leaves shimmer in the moonlight for
another night, another season, another year.
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"The fish want you to know a secret--you are the leader."

e

e

This journey takes you to a peaceful lake at the mouth of a mostly lazy

river that crawls toward the sea. You float on a sleeping mat made of a silky
leaf. You feel your back and legs supported by the water that cradles you
beneath the leaf. A tree dripping with green moss looks like lace above your head,
through which you gaze at chips of blue sky.
Frogs burp quietly in the distance, satisfied with their dinner. Where the leaf
will go? You wonder about that, but you feel so comfortable, you do not care.
A little fish suddenly jumps up and splashes on your toe. It tickles. You smile
at the fish. The fish smiles back. You have never seen a fish smile, so you look
again, noticing its scales, bright as speckled gift wrap in all your favorite colors.
It swims in a circle and jumps up near your face and says, “Follow me.”

e

e

The leaf reaches a current. A gust of wind sends the leaf swirling toward the
stream, taking you on a brisk ride, ruffling your hair. You bump across some small
rapids. The cool water bounces off the rocks and send the leaf on a carnival ride.
Now you are having fun. The fish takes you behind a little water fall, as if you
are looking out from behind a shower. The leaf knows just how to get there
safely. You can see a prism of colors spilling over the edge. On the other side,
many fish of every hue swim in a wide pool. The pink salmon careen quickly past
the slow ones. The tiny Indian glassy fish look so translucent, you can see right
through them as they try to see through you. The hairy hotlips fish loom large
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and thin. The catfish have long whiskers that rub against your legs. They all laugh
and splash.
“How did you all get here?” you ask. “We are fish,” they say. “We travel in
schools, one following the other, going by instinct. How did YOU get here?”
“Well, I followed your leader,” you say. The fish laugh.
“We never thought about a school of fish having a leader. We just always
knew where to go,” the glass fish explains. He watches a fish friend swimming
backwards, to make the point.
The fish want you to know a secret--the secret that YOU are the leader.
“Why would you want to follow ME?” you ask.
A steelhead explains the problem. A boat spilled some chemicals in the water
and it confused their instincts about which way to go. Some of the fish live here
in the pond, but others must find the ocean in order to spawn, as all their
ancestors have done for thousands of years. Now they must leave before the
chemicals take away their senses.

e

e

“You must help these boys and girls find the ocean again,” declares a
mackerel. One by one, the confused fish all form a line behind you, hoping you
will use all you have learned with your head, your heart and your hands, to help
them leave this stagnant pool and find their ocean home.
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You feel a little frightened that you will not know the way or that you may
become sucked into the ocean’s swell, but because they have asked so earnestly,
you will serve them without thinking of your own fears. You lean back on the
leaf and rest your head, and as you do, you remember the light that first came
through the trees. The sunlight will tell you which way to turn to find the ocean.
Now you must find it in your heart to help every single fish, for you see many
of them, and you cannot leave even one behind, so you count each one in the
school.
You reach out and grab two large leaves from a rubber plant near the shore.
You use your hands to whip them through the water like oars and steer your little
paddle boat toward the sea. The work seems easier as you exhale, humming to
yourself as the joyous fish swim behind your leaf. Every now and then, your leaf
snags on a sharp rock, ripping it a little around the edges. The water feels icy
on your skin now that you are nearing the ocean. Your arms and wrists are tiring
of the constant flipper action, and you can feel the muscles in your upper arms
begin to weaken. You are breathing heavily now and wish you could stop and rest,
but the fish never stop. They will lose their leader if you slow down. They are
depending on you to remember the way and to keep paddling.

e

e

Before long, the shadows of the trees give way to light. The clouds break open,
and you hear the ocean’s bellow echoing the songs of sea lions in a nearby cave.
The fish shout out at once. They spot the sea, and they all swim beyond the leaf,
gleefully calling out their good-byes, and you lean back and rest in the warm
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glory of the sun.
You have always been taught that to serve is to lead and to lead is to serve.
Now you have served the fish well, as a true leader. You lie alone and think about
your life back home. Who will need you to lead them tomorrow? How will you
take them to a safe place? How will you use your head…your heart…your hands…
to serve, now that you know the sacrifices it takes to be a good leader?

e

e

As you rest, a tiny glass fish, the last to go, turns and blows you a kiss, and
your heart melts. Was it worth the effort? Oh, my yes.
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"No one is so different from the other."
52
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You are walking down a dusty street where many families live. The children are shy

around you, because you are different. Like them, you’ve been working hard, but you are always
eager to stop and help at this particular house. It is the house of a special lady—the lady
with the mango tree. You have walked by many times and helped her with chores while she
cared for her new baby, but you never dared to take her fruit. You know you must wait to
be offered one.
Today, the lady has picked many mangoes. You watch her push back a lock of hair, tighten
her calico scarf and carry an armload of fruit in her red apron, then pour the fruit into a basket.
She sorts the many mangoes and grins, finding them plump and soft to the touch. She peels
back the top of one and holds it out to you and nods for you to take it.
Slowly, you peel the mango skin all the way back and sink your teeth into the tender flesh
of the fruit. She flashes her teeth at you, and you smile back, feeling as if she has given you
the world. The sweetness of the earth melts on your tongue. Suddenly, the lady hears her
baby calling. She turns her head to listen. She picks up the basket of fruit, gives it to you,
and runs inside to tend her baby.
“Do with the mangoes as you think is right,” she calls out from the window. “If you sell
them, you may keep part of the money, for I am done for the day.” You stand and look at
all the mangoes huddled together like a litter of baby chicks in the basket. Their red-tinged
golden hues fizzle and fade under the light of the waning sun.
Suddenly the bright eyes of children surround you. They have emerged from behind trees,
trash cans and doorways. They have skipped down the alleyway and across the yard. They
want to see what you will do with the mangoes.

e

e

You could go and sell the mangoes or take them home, for the mango lady has left the
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decision up to you. Instead, you look deeply into the eyes of each child. One girl has not eaten
since the day before. You know this because you heard her mother crying by the bus stop,
saying she had no breakfast to serve that morning. Another outstretched hand belongs to a
boy you saw working all day, helping his elderly grandfather push a tool cart. He looks so very
weak. As you glance around, you can read the stories in their eyes. Each child looks hungrier
than the last.
Without thinking a moment longer, you hand each child a precious mango, a gift of
understanding that their needs are the same as yours and that, together, you will each help
the mango lady. You ask each child to come back tomorrow. Each child smiles a silent thank
you.
The next day, at the mango tree, you see many children picking the mangoes. Some children
kneel down to plant new trees. The mango lady sits and smiles as her baby sleeps, stretched
across her red skirt.
“You gave us strength,” one of the boys says to you. “Now we will all help.”
You almost cry, but this time from joy and relief that when you showed you understood
the needs of others, it inspired the same understanding in them. Now they realize that no
one is so different from the other. Everyone has similar needs.

e

e

One small child comes to put her arms around you, and then another. You feel happy that
acting with understanding brought everyone together. So does the mango lady, who sits and
cradles her baby in her bright red skirt.
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You are perched on top of a very high mountain. You can hear only the

whistling wind and the cries of birds. You look around and see the distant peaks,
with snowy caps white as an old man’s beard. The wind brushes your hair back
from your forehead.

Far below, lakes and rivers and distant waters of every kind mirror the melting
sunset like pots of boiling pink soup. The spaces in between connect the waters
with bands of green and amber—fields and hills and rice paddies and cities, all
lit by the golden haze of dusk.
You sit at the top of it all. Suddenly, a song pierces the silence. It is the voice
of one child in one village on one distant shore. She sings:
When the day is done, and we long for someone, what comfort to know that
we are all one.
We all share the stars and the setting sun. We are all one. We are all one.
The sound bounces off a cave wall and drifts back in a soft echo. You sing
it out again, a little louder, and when you do, the song springs off the walls of
mountains on the far side of the world, and soon the song sprays down like water
upon the people in every land.

e

e

All movement stops-- even the twinkling of light on the rooftops at night and
the ticking of beaks of morning birds--as everyone perks up their ears. Dozing
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babies and workers going home and people on distant shores eating breakfast
under baobab trees all stop to listen. Gradually, the whole world begins to sing
along. The song softens each time you stop singing, and you come to know that
you must carry this tune in your heart wherever you go…to keep connecting the
people together like this. Whatever their cares and trials, the music soothes and
connects the hearts.
Now you know that the same song lives inside of every soul. If we listen with
our hearts, we can hear the song in the smallest voice and carry it everywhere
we go, and the song will never be lost. At last you whisper it into the night, and
when you awake, you find yourself down in the city, hearing the song in the hum
of a painter who stops to pet a dog, in the wave of a teacher who greets you
from her classroom window, in the sign language of a deaf and blind man crossing
the street with the help of a child. You can hear the love that connects each
living thing to another as you listen for their inner song. Some people tell their
stories without words. Still, they have ways of sharing that universal song you
heard in your heart on the mountain top.
You hear it now—a soft voice in the distance, singing you to sleep….
When the day is done, and we long for someone, what comfort to know that
we are all one.

e
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We all share the stars and the setting sun. We are all one. We are all one.
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